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Abstract
We discuss an automatic method for the construction
of hypertext links within and between newspaper articles. The method comprises three steps: determining
the lexical chains in a text, building links between the
paragraphs of articles, and building links between articles. Lexical chains capture the semantic relations
between words that occur throughout a text. Each
chain is a set of related words that captures a portion
of the cohesive structure of a text. By considering
the distribution of chains within an article, we can
build links between the paragraphs. By comparing
the chains contained in two di erent articles, we can
decide whether or not to place a link between them.
We also present the results of an experiment designed
to measure inter-linker consistency in the manual construction of hypertext links between the paragraphs of
newspaper articles. The results show that inter-linker
consistency is low, but better than that obtained in a
previous experiment.

Introduction

The popularity of graphical interfaces to the World
Wide Web (WWW) has shown that a hypertext interface can make what was once a daunting task, accessing information across the Internet, considerably easier
for the novice user. Marchionini (1989) has argued that
browsing places fewer demands on the novice user, and
Marchionini et al. (1993) report tests performed with
search experts and domain experts that showed that
browsing was an important component of the search
technique of users unfamiliar with an information retrieval system.
Along with | and perhaps because of | the growth
of the WWW, many newspapers are beginning to take
their rst steps into the online world. One survey puts
the number of newspapers with some sort of online
presence at over 100 daily newspapers1 . The problem is that these papers are not making full use of the
1 This gure is taken from NewsLink:
http://www.newslink.org.

hypertext capabilities of the WWW. In general, the
hypertexts o ered are shallow; the user might nd a
particular article from a particular issue using hypertext links, but they must then read the entire article to
nd the information that interests them. It would be
more useful (especially to the novice user) if hypertext
links were available within and between the articles.
Westland (1991) has pointed out the economic constraints in building large-scale hypertexts. Clearly,
manual construction of large-scale hypertexts from
newspaper articles would be an expensive and timeconsuming task, given the volume of newspaper and
newswire articles produced every day. This could certainly account for the state of current WWW newspaper e orts. Bernstein (1990) has designed a hypertext
apprentice that discovers possible links and alerts a
human linker to them, but his system was designed
to aid in the construction of hypertexts from a single
large document, rather than from a large collections of
documents.
Previous research on the automatic construction of
hypertext (Allan 1995; Chignell et al. 1990; Bernstein
1990) has focused on the use of term repetition to determine what parts of a document (or documents) are
related. While this method has shown promise, it is
susceptible to the problem of word-sense ambiguity,
and may not work for shorter texts where there will not
be enough term repetition for term-weighting schemes
to function. With this in mind, we are currently working on a method for automatically constructing hypertext links within and between newspaper articles using
lexical chains (Morris & Hirst 1991).

Testing inter-linker consistency

When automatically constructing hypertext, we
need to know when we have generated a \good" hypertext. The obvious choice is to take manually linked
hypertexts and assume that they are \good", and
then train our algorithm to produce similar hypertexts.
There are two problems with this approach. Firstly,
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Figure 1: Histogram of similarity frequencies for technical documents, from Ellis et al. (1994).
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Figure 2: Histogram of similarity frequencies for newspaper articles, from our replication.
it is dicult to nd a large number of manuallylinked documents, since this process is extremely timeconsuming. Secondly, using such hypertexts raises the
question of how good human linkers are. One way to
measure how humans perform at this task is to measure the consistency of several people manually linking
the same document. In this case, consistency is measured by calculating the similarity between di erent
hypertext versions of the same text.
This is the approach of Ellis et al. (1994a; 1994b).
Their hypothesis was that the process of assigning hypertext links in a document would be similar to the
process of assigning index terms to documents, a task
at which humans are notoriously inconsistent. This inconsistency in assigning index terms has been shown
to reduce the e ectiveness of information retrieval systems that rely on these index terms.
In order to demonstrate that humans are inconsis-

tent linkers, they had ve subjects manually assign
links in each of ve technical documents (Ph.D. theses and journal articles). The similarity between hypertext versions was calculated using the graph representations of the hypertexts and several similarity
coecients from the Information Retrieval literature.
Inter-linker consistency would be indicated by a high
frequency of highly similar hypertext pairs.
As Ellis et al. expected, they found that the similarities between hypertext versions of the same document
were very low and variable, indicating that inter-linker
consistency was low. In their tests, the mean similarity across 50 document pairs (using the Dice coecient
of similarity2) was 0.116. The 95% con dence interval
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2 The Dice coecient for two vectors with n elements is:
(2 (xi  yi ))=( x2i + yi2 ), for 1  i  n. This is an
association coecient whose value may range between 0.0
and 1.0

for this mean was (0.069, 0.163). Figure 1 shows the
frequency histogram for the similarities calculated between all 50 possible hypertext pairs. Notice that the
graph is heavily skewed towards 0, indicating a high
frequency of low similarity measures.
Ellis et al. suggested that the experiment be repeated with shorter documents. Due to the timeconsuming nature of the task, the number of hypertexts that they were able to collect was small ( ve
hypertext versions of each of ve documents, allowing
only 50 hypertext pairs). The nature of the documents
linked (i.e., their length and complexity) may have also
had an adverse e ect on inter-linker consistency. This
raises the question of how linkers would fare when presented with shorter documents that have undergone
a strict editorial process and are written with a more
regular structure.
We therefore replicated this experiment, using three
di erent newspaper articles that were linked by 14 subjects (giving a total of 273 hypertext pairs). Our results indicate that the consistency was higher for the
newspaper articles. Figure 2 shows the frequency histogram for the similarities that were calculated from
our hypertexts, also using the Dice coecient of similarity. In contrast to Ellis et al. 's results, the mean
similarity across 273 document pairs in our test was
0.285, which is well outside of the con dence interval
for the mean of the rst experiment. An unpaired test indicates that the di erence in the means for the
two experiments is signi cant at the  0 01 level.
Unfortunately, the inter-linker consistency that we
observed was still low | too low to consider using the
hand-linked articles to train our algorithm. Even if the
consistency had been higher, the production of a large
number of articles would be entirely too costly, even
considering the fact that the articles are much shorter.
Still, the hand-linked articles provide useful insights
into how and why paragraphs should be related.
It is possible that the reason that humans have diculty linking paragraphs in newspaper articles is that,
even though there are di erent aspects to the story, an
article is generally about a single thing. This surfacelevel similarity of the aspects of a news story may
be seen as \noise" that can distract the linkers, causing them to either place links between unrelated paragraphs or not place links between related paragraphs.
A possible followup experiment would determine how
humans would place links between articles. In this case,
it seems that the decisions as to which articles are related would be more straightforward, and we would
therefore expect to see a greater consistency between
linkers.
t
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Lexical chains

Lexical chains (Morris & Hirst 1991) are sequences

of semantically related words that occur throughout
a text. Generally speaking, a document will contain
many chains, each of which captures a portion of the
cohesive structure of the document. For example, the
words apple and fruit could appear in a chain together,
since apple is a type of fruit. The chains contained in
a text will tend to delineate the parts of the text that
are \about" the same thing. Morris and Hirst (1991)
showed that the organization of the lexical chains contained in a document mirrors, in some sense, the discourse structure of that document.
The chains can be built using any lexical resource
that relates words semantically. While the original
work was done using Roget's Thesaurus (Chapman
1992), our current chainer (St-Onge 1995) uses the
WordNet database (Beckwith et al. 1991). Each type
of link between WordNet synsets is assigned a direction
of up, down, or horizontal. Upward links correspond
to generalization, for example, an upward link from
apple to fruit indicates that fruit is more general than
apple. Downward links correspond to specialization,
for example, a link from fruit to apple would have a
downward direction. Horizontal links also correspond
to specialization, but in a very speci c way. For example, the antonymy relation in WordNet is given a
direction of horizontal, since it specializes a word very
accurately.
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Figure 3: A strong relation between words that share
a synset.
Given these types of links, three kinds of relations
are built between words:
Extra strong Extra strong relations exist between
repetitions of the same word.

Strong Strong relations exist between words that are

in the same WordNet synset (i.e., words that are
synonymous), as in gure 3. Strong relations also
exist between words that have synsets connected by
a single horizontal link (as in gure 4), or words that
have synsets connected by a single is-a or includes
relation (as in gure 5).
Regular A regular relation exists between two words
when there is at least one allowable path between
a synset containing the rst word and a synset containing the second word in the WordNet database. A
path is allowable if it is shorter than a given (small)
length and adheres to three rules:
1. No other direction may precede an upward link.
2. No more than one change of direction is allowed.
3. A horizontal link may be used to move from an
upward to a downward direction.
Figure 6 shows the regular relation that can be built
between apple and carrot.
successor
replacement
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shoal
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Figure 5: A strong relation between words connected
by an is-a relation.
produce
green_goods
IS-A

INCLUDES

fruit

vegetable
veggie

IS-A
INCLUDES
apple
successor

ANTONYMY predecessor
precursor
antecedent

carrot

apple

successor
heir

successor

harbinger
forerunner
herald
precursor

precursor

Figure 4: A strong relation between words that are
antonyms.
The result of lexical chaining is a version of the
text where each word is tagged with its chain number. An example of this is shown in gure 7, which
shows the rst and fth paragraphs of a news article
about Toronto's Police Services Board. Here, chain
numbers are indicated with superscripts. A useful side
e ect of lexical chaining is that words are progressively
sense-disambiguated as the chaining process proceeds.
The current implementation of the lexical chaining
algorithm has a few drawbacks. Currently, words that

carrot

Figure 6: A regular relation connecting apple and carrot.
do not appear in WordNet are not included in lexical
chains, even if they are repeated, so useful information
(e.g., a chain containing all instances of a proper noun)
is lost. The chainer is also relatively slow, which causes
problems when one wishes to process large (in the tens
of megabytes) volumes of text. Another problem, not
related to the implementation, is that the WordNet
database is relatively unconnected, that is, it is dicult
to capture relations between nouns and verbs, since the
noun and verb hierarchies are connected only at the top
level.

Linking paragraphs

We can use the distribution of the lexical chains in an
article to build links between the paragraphs. We do
this by computing the density of each chain in each
paragraph. The density of chain in paragraph , cp ,
c

p

d

The police1 association1's call2 for Susan Eng's ouster3 as head2 of Metro4 's police1 board5 is being
called an attempt6 to use a personality1 con ict1 to disguise6 the union1 's failure1 to adequately
explain new regulations6 the ocers1 don't like.
The Metropolitan Toronto7 Police1 Association1 has accused1 Ms. Eng of conspiring with some
police1 board members1 to sanction10 the chief1 , and possibly even to re5 him, over his handling8 of
the police1 job6 action1 | an allegation12 Ms. Eng vehemently denies but which Chief1 McCormack
has not bothered to correct.
Figure 7: Two portions of a text tagged with chain numbers.
is de ned as:
dcp

=

wcp
wp

where cp is the number of words from chain that
appear in paragraph and p is the number of content words in . Content words are simply all those
words that are not stop words. Our stop word list currently consists of 226 words, taken from the WordNet
distribution, most of which are closed-class or highfrequency words. This density is computed for each
chain in each paragraph. The result is that each paragraph has associated with it a vector of chain densities,
one for each lexical chain.
The similarity between two paragraphs in an article
can then be computed by computing the similarity between the chain density vectors associated with them.
This similarity can be calculated using any one of 16
similarity coecients that we have taken from Ellis
et al. (1994a). These 16 similarity coecients include
both distance coecients (where smaller numbers indicate a greater similarity) and association coecients
(where greater numbers indicate a greater similarity).
Although the similarity between paragraphs can be
calculated using the chain density vectors as they are
computed from the paragraphs of the article, this does
not take into account Morris and Hirst's intuition that
some chains are more important (or stronger) than others. Thus, the chain density vectors can be weighted
using one of three di erent weighing functions:
Stairmand weighting This is a weighting function
due to Stairmand (1994) that computes a weight for
each chain in a document by considering the distance
between successive paragraphs that contain elements
of the chain. This function will increase3 the density
w

c

p

w

p

3
Note that we are using the term \increase" only for
simplicity's sake. Whether the weighting function increases
or decreases the density of a particular chain depends on
whether we are using an association coecient or a distance
coecient, respectively, to calculate the similarity between
the density vectors.

for those chains that have many elements that occur
close together.
Chain length Each element of the chain density vector is weighted by considering the total length of
the chain, that is, the total number of elements in
the chain (including term repetitions). By using this
function, we will increase the density of each chain
depending on the number of elements in the chain,
the intuition being that long chains represent major
aspects of an article, and so they should contribute
more towards the decision to link two paragraphs.
Overall density Each element of the chain density
vector is weighted by considering the density of that
chain throughout the entire article (i.e., the number
of elements of the chain divided by the total number
of content words in the document.) This function
increases the density for chains that are long with
respect to the length of the document, i.e., this is a
measurement of relative chain length.
In addition, the vectors can be normalized to either a
unit length or a zero mean.
Once we have the set of (possibly weighted and normalized) chain density vectors, the second stage of
paragraph linking is to compute a similarity matrix
for the story. Each element of the matrix corresponds
to the value of the similarity function calculated for
two chain density vectors. The result of this stage is
a symmetric  matrix (where is the number of
paragraphs in the article). Using this matrix we can
calculate the mean and the standard deviation of the
paragraph similarities. Given these statistics, we can
convert each similarity into a -score. If two paragraphs are more similar than a given threshold (given
in terms of a -score) then they can be linked. The
result is a (symmetric) adjacency matrix showing the
links between paragraphs. This adjacency matrix is
used to render an HTML version of the hypertext for
display with any WWW browser.
n
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The police1 association1's call2 for Susan Eng's ouster3 as head2 of Metro4 's police1 board5 is being
called an attempt6 to use a personality1 con ict1 to disguise6 the union1 's failure1 to adequately
explain new regulations6 the ocers1 don't like.
Number of content words: 25
Chain 1: 0.320 Chain 2: 0.080 Chain 3: 0.040 Chain 4: 0.040 Chain 5: 0.040 Chain 6: 0.120

The Metropolitan Toronto7 Police1 Association1 has accused1 Ms. Eng of conspiring with some
police1 board members1 to sanction10 the chief1 , and possibly even to re5 him, over his handling8 of
the police1 job6 action1 | an allegation12 Ms. Eng vehemently denies but which Chief1 McCormack
has not bothered to correct.
Number of content words: 26
Chain 1: 0.346 Chain 5: 0.038 Chain 6: 0.038 Chain 7: 0.038 Chain 8: 0.038 Chain 10: 0.038
Chain 12: 0.038

Figure 8: Linking two paragraphs.
For example, gure 8 shows the two paragraphs from
gure 7 with chain density information included. In
the rst paragraph, there are 8 words in chain 1 and
25 content words, so 11 is 0.32. When using the Dice
coecient with no weighting and no normalization to
calculate the similarity between the chain density vectors for these two paragraphs, the result is 0.837. The
average similarity for the entire article is 0.657, while
the standard deviation is 0.158. If we are using a score threshold of 1.0, we can say that these paragraphs
are related (The Dice coecient is an association coefcient, so larger numbers indicate a greater similarity.)
Clearly, the choice of a speci c set of parameters (a
similarity coecient, a weighting function, a normalization function, and a -score threshold) will produce
di erent sets of paragraph links. If we allow, say, 11
di erent -score thresholds, then with four weighting
functions4 , three normalization functions, and 16 similarity coecients, we can generate 431611 = 2112
not necessarily distinct hypertexts. Our current work
is focused on reducing this space of possible hypertexts
to a set of representative hypertexts. Using a method
similar to the one in the experiment described above,
we can compute the pairwise similarity between all of
the hypertext versions of an article. If we do this for
a reasonable number of articles, we will then have a
large set of hypertext pair similarities, where each hypertext in a pair was generated using a di erent set of
parameters.
The next step is to cluster these sets of parameters
into ve or six groups. The result would be that if we
choose two sets of parameters from the same group,
d
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z

z

4 The three functions described earlier and no weighting
function.

the hypertexts generated using those two sets would
be highly similar, while two sets of parameters selected
from di erent groups would produce dissimilar hypertexts. We could then choose a single set of parameters from each group and then use these representative
sets of parameters to generate hypertexts from a large
number of articles. We also hope to do some sort of
analysis of variance in order to determine which of the
parameters has the greatest e ect on the structure of
the hypertexts produced.

Linking articles

While it is useful to be able to build links within articles, for a large scale hypertext links also need to be
placed between articles. For each document that is
chained, the lexical chainer outputs all of the chains
found in the document. Given this kind of output, we
can place a link between two articles by determining
how links could be built between the chains contained
in the two articles. In essence, this would be a kind of
cross-document chaining.
When chaining across documents, we would restrict
the chaining algorithm so that only extra strong and
strong relations are allowed. We enforce such a restriction because allowing regular relations would introduce
too many spurious connections. This will also ensure
that building the chains across documents will be much
faster than building them within documents, since we
will avoid the cost of path- nding in WordNet. Along
with the restriction on the types of relations between
words, we will need to ensure that there is a certain
minimum number of links between the chains before
we can say that they are related.
We require multiple connections so that word sense
ambiguity does not lead us to place a link where there

Document One
Chain A
police, association, union,
personality, conflict, officer,
police chief, failure, action,
individual, titans, complexity,
chairwoman, membership,
board member

Chain B
call, head, issue, complex,
mentality, anger, mater,
calls, fact, racism,
resignation, topic, need,
attitude, antagonism

Chain C
attempt, disguise, services,
regulations, looking at, show,
drawing, job, part, wear,
discussion, situation, demand,
answers, questioning, number,
refusal, airing

Chain D
clash, protest, dispute,
handling, governing

Chain A
police officer, police, chief,
police chief, force, order,
chairwoman, association,
solicitor general, officer,
superintendent, deputy,
concern, premier, queen

Chain B
end, job, meet, change,
meeting, union

Chain C
action, protest, regulation,
campaign, charges, support,
objection

Chain D
service, activity, head, call,
wear, badges, writing, issuing,
offences, violations, number,
routine, turns, duty, speeding,
report, situation, step-down,
resignation

Document Two

Figure 9: Links between the chains of two documents.
should not be one. Consider the following case: suppose that we allow two chains from two di erent documents to be related on the strength of only one link.
It is possible that two chains that contain the word
bank, for example, could be related, even though one
chain uses bank in the \ nancial" sense, and one uses
it in the \river" sense. Furthermore, consider the case
where we have the word union in two di erent articles. Even if both articles use the word in the \labour
movement" sense, one article may be about the police
union, while the other is about the auto workers union.
If we require multiple connections, then we avoid this
problem, because the probability that multiple words
are co-ambiguous is quite small.
This approach is similar to the local/global criteria for document similarity proposed by Salton et al.
(1993) for use in passage retrieval systems, although
the disambiguation is a natural side-e ect of the lexical chaining process.
Consider the illustration in gure 9. Here we see a
portion of the chains contained in two di erent documents that are part of a continuing story about the
Toronto Police Services Board. Clearly, chain A from
document one and chain A from document two are related. The relations between the other chains are less
obvious. Although there is some term repetition (e.g.
protest appears in chain D of document one and chain
C of document two), it accounts for only a few of the
connections between the chains.
Of course, this method could easily be used to link
articles from di erent papers. Because we are looking
for semantic relatedness, rather than strict term repe-

tition, this method would be better able to cope with a
change in language usage across di erent newspapers.

Evaluation

Clearly, there is a need for evaluation when building
systems such as the one that we are proposing, and so
we intend to perform a large-scale evaluation of our hypertext generation methodology. The evaluation will
take the form of a question-answering task that will
be performed over the WWW. We choose the WWW
because this is where current on-line newspaper e orts
are taking place and because it provides a system that
potential subjects are familiar with. The database for
these tests will be a large volume of newspaper articles,
on the order of an entire year of one newspaper.
We have decided to use a question answering task
because this is the type of task that is best done using
the browsing methodology that hypertext embodies.
We explicitly make no claims that our hypertext would
be useful for all information access tasks, as this is
clearly not the case. Our evaluation system will require
a standard IR system (such as SMART) to retrieve
articles to be used as starting points for browsing.
The evaluation will be designed to elicit information about the various representative hypertexts that
we can generate. That is, we hope to determine which
set of parameters is most useful for question answering tasks. In this case, a \good" hypertext is one that
supports browsing for question answering. This question answering task will also provide information on
the usefulness of intra- versus inter-article links.
We also hope to gather information about the sur-

face characteristics of the hypertexts that we generate. Namely, we hope to determine whether subjects
perform better when the intra-article link anchors are
placed in the text of a paragraph, as opposed to the
end of the paragraph. Similarly, we hope to determine
whether inter-article links are better placed in the text
or at the end of the articles.
Each subject will be provided with two questions to
answer from a small pool of questions. Here we will
adopt the methodology of Rada and Murphy (1992).
In their experiments on searcher behaviour they used
two kinds of questions: search questions and browse
questions. A search question is one whose answer is
contained in a single document, while the answer to
a browse question may be spread across several documents. In our evaluation, we would assign each subject
a search question and a browse question. Each subject
will also be assigned a set of parameters for hypertext
generation, along with a link anchoring strategy. We
will be able measure their performance in terms of time
to complete the search, links followed in searching, and
whether they retrieve the correct paragraphs to answer
the queries. We hope that by providing the experiment
over the WWW that we will be able to have a large
number of subjects.
Obviously, we will need to compare the results of
using our hypertext generation methodology to other
generation methodologies, most notably, that of Allan
(1995).

Conclusions and future work

There are many unanswered questions in our work.
One of the most obvious is: where should the intraarticle links be anchored? We are currently experimenting with placing the anchors at the end of each
paragraph, but we are considering whether they would
be more e ective when embedded in the text.
One of the advantages of Allan's work (1995) is that
the links between portions of two texts can be given
a type that re ects what sort of link is about to be
followed. We currently have no method for producing
such typed links, but it may be the case that the relations between words from WordNet can be used to
determine the type of some links.
It is still not clear how much of our methodology depends on the structure of the newspaper articles that
we are processing. Does this standard structure enhance our hypertext linking capabilities, or would the
method perform equally well, given any well-written
text to work with? We intend to see how well the
method performs on other types of texts, possibly
changing our methodology to cope with the loss of
some structure.

While other automatic hypertext generation
methodologies have been proposed, many of them rely
on term repetition to build links within and between
documents. If there is no term repetition, there are
no links. This is especially a problem when attempting to build intra-document links in shorter documents
when an author may have been striving to avoid using
the same word again and again and so chose a related
word. We avoid this problem (to some extent) by using lexical chains, which collect words based on their
semantic similarity. Our results to date have shown
promise for the methodology, and work is continuing.
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